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colony, a pioneering colony founded by Henri de
Rothschild, girt about with groves of eucalyptus, a
peaceful and prosperous colony But what a story of
struggle and of courage those eucalyptus groves could
tell The settlers came to that spot perhaps forty
years ago Malaria ravaged them All or nearly all
died Others came they too began to die One of the
settlers heard that eucalyptus trees spirit away malaria
None in those days knew why or whether it be so Sir
Ronald Ross had not yet conferred the stupendous
benefaction of his discovery on the world Yet waist
deep in water the survivors planted the eucalyptus
trees and yet more trees Desperately they planted
them The trees grew They drained the water from
the swamps The mosquitoes lost their breeding ground
malaria was vanquished The faith that can move
mountains had removed mosquitoes too I salute you,
oh pioneers of great courage1
We heard much talk in official and other circles of
the dissensions between Arab and Jew, but I saw
colonies where Jew and Arab were living together m
amity Everywhere and always good and evil are
fighting for the possession of the world, but good will
win, for it endureth all things From Palestine to
Damascus, with its bazaars scarred with shot fired not
so long ago by the French as a warning to good behaviour,
and from Damascus across the desert onward to
Baghdad Our ship of the desert was a motor 'bus,
into which the party, fourteen strong, was packed with
all its paraphernalia Pilgrims to the eastern City of
Romance, what cared they for discomfort? It was
early February, the sun shone, the desert was hot and
dusty, the road a track now visible, now invisible
So all day long we bumped our way across that inter-
minable stretch of mud which is the Mesopotarman
Desert And thus we came to Reutbah, which marks the
boundary between the territory ruled over by France
and that occupied in the new mandatory sort of way
by Britain My bones ached when I lay down in the

